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Maintenance Agreement
Residential – Commercial - Industrial
Why should I have a maintenance agreement?
1. Installation/Start-Up/Scheduled Maintenance all performed by a trained professional.
Bigelow Electrical/ BigPower Technicians are trained and are experienced with ALL Makes of equipment,
procedures and policies. Put your generator system in the hands of an expert.
2. Generators require periodic scheduled maintenance to ensure long-term trouble-free operation.
Batteries, engine oil, anti-freeze and belts are subject to deterioration, not only from generator operation,
but time itself. Oxidation, corrosion, separation and fatigue all jeopardize your power system’s operation.
Oil changes, fuel and oil filter replacement, air cleaner inspection and anti-freeze checks are very
important.
3. Periodic scheduled maintenance saves you money. Early detection can help you identify small
problems before they become major repairs costs. Spark plugs, hoses, ignition systems, batteries, belt
adjustments and exhaust checks all require maintenance performed by experienced, factory-trained service
technicians. Load Banking and fluid analysis tests are additional options for your service plans.
4. Electrical power when you need it. In an emergency, when powering your home, office building or
manufacturing plant, MUCH can be lost if the generator system is not properly serviced. Remove any doubt
or worry when Bigelow Electrical Co., Inc./ BigPower maintains your generator system.
5. Warranty Coverage. The warranty on any generator system depends on proper installation and
maintenance. Count on Bigelow Electrical Co., Inc./ BigPower to ensure that your warranty provisions are
always met. We can use genuine Manufacturer’s parts when advised about an existing warranty and keep
a permanent record of all service repairs performed

When you purchase a generator system from Bigelow Electrical Co., Inc./
BigPower you have more than an investment you have peace of mind.
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